
Mary Wollstonecraft:

● Believed that women are born free and equal

● Also believed that women can decide what is in their 
own interest without depending on their husbands

● Equal education for girls and boys is
the only way women can participate 
equally with men 

● Wrote A Vindication of the Rights of  
Women 



Mary Astell:

● Published A Serious Proposal to the 
Ladies

● Her book addressed the lack of 
educational opportunities for women 

● In later writings, she used
Enlightenment arguments about government to criticize 
the unequal relationship between men and women in 
marriage



Religion in the Enlightenment:

● Although many philosophers attacked the Christian churches, most 
Europeans were Christian

● The Catholic Church still remained an important center of life

● Many Protestant churches settled into well established patterns 
controlled by state authorities 

● The desire of ordinary Protestants 
for greater depths of religious 
experience led to new religious 
movements



John Wesley:

● Preached to the masses in fields 
● Appealed especially to the lower 

classes 
● Wesley’s powerful sermons often 

caused people to have conversion 
experiences, many of these 
converts joined the Methodist 
societies 

● The Methodists stressed hard work and encouraged 
behaviors that led to spiritual contentment  



Deism:

● Founded by Lord Edward Herbert of 
Cherbury 

● Deists believed in God, but rejected 
organized religion 
○ Morality could be achieved by following reason rather than the 

teachings of the church
● Deists viewed God as the “great watchmaker” whose 

creation—the universe—operated as smoothly as a fine 
Swiss watch 

● Famous Deists:
○ Thomas Paine 
○ Benjamin Franklin 



Architecture and Art:

● Baroque- grand and ornate style that preceded the 
Enlightenment 

● Eventually leads to classical music with famous 
composers like Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven 

● New style – more elegant and original



Rococo:

● Emphasized grace, 
charm, and gentle 
action

● Made use of 
delicate designs colored in gold with graceful curves

● Was highly secular 

● Another aspect of Rococo was a sense of enchantment 
and enthusiasm (latter stage of the Baroque Period)



Johann Sebastian Bach:

● Renowned organist as well as a composer

● Spent entire life in Germany

● Composed his Mass in B Minor- 
gave him the reputation of being    
one of the greatest composers      
of all time

● Perfected baroque style 



George Handel:

● An German-born composer who 
spent much of his career in England

● Child prodigy, began composing 
music before the age of 5

● He was one of the leading composers of the Baroque 
Period



Joseph Haydn:

● Austrian 

● One of Europe’s leading 
Classical composers who spent         
most of his adult life as musical    
director for wealthy Hungarian 
princes 

● His visit to England introduced him to world of public 
concerts rather than princely patrons 



Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart:

● Child prodigy, German-born composer
● Spent most of his career in England
● He was one of the greatest composers of the Classical 

Period 
● Died poor and in an unmarked grave
Three Best Compositions: 
● The Magic Flute, Don 

Giovanni, and the Marriage 
of Figaro

The Childhood Prodigy Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
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Impact of the Enlightenment-Culture:

● Enlightenment thinkers challenged the divine right of 
kings & argued for liberty & rights

● These theories inspired a variety of new ideas in art, 
music, gender, economics, & government 

● Enlightenment ideals of perfection & reason gave rise 
to neoclassical art

● Art in the Enlightenment was simple, elegant, & 
focused on Greek styles



Impact of the Enlightenment-Kings:

● Enlightenment philosophers attacked absolute kings
● Believed that the best type of government is a limited 

monarchy that respected the citizens’ rights
● Some monarchs did use Enlightenment ideas
● Enlightened Despots favored religious tolerance, tax 

reform, reduced government spending, and legal rights
● People began questioning the authority of the kings and 

as a result many revolutionary wars broke out in Latin 
America, France, and the U.S. 



➔ What is Deism?

➔ What were some of the impacts of the 
Enlightenment? 

Exit-slip:


